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Penetration Testing with Shellcode: Detect, exploit, and secure network-level and operating system vulnerabilitiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master Shellcode to leverage the buffer overflow concept

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand how systems can be bypassed both at the operating system and network level with shellcode, assembly, and Metasploit
	
			Learn to write and modify 64-bit shellcode along with kernel-level shellcode...
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Solid/Liquid Separation LexiconJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Solid/Liquid Separation (SLS) is a cross-sectional unit operation which is ubiquitous in all sectors of the process industry as well as in environmental protection. Hence process engineers and experts of different fields are frequently confronted with specific Solid/Liquid-Separation terms and definitions they do not use for their daily business....
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Unleashed (R2 Edition)Sams Publishing, 2006
A fresh perspective on planning, designing, implementing, and migrating to a Windows Server 2003 environment.  Rand Morimoto and his co-authors began writing this book using their experience from several very large client implementations, some having more than 100 servers in production.  On a daily basis, as this book was in production, they had...
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Learning Unreal Engine iOS Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create exciting iOS games with the power of the new Unreal® Engine 4 subsystems


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the entire iOS pipeline, from game creation to game submission
	
		Develop exciting iOS games with the Unreal Engine 4.x toolset
	
		Step-by-step tutorials to build...
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Docker on Windows: From 101 to production with Docker on Windows, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Learn how to run new and old applications in Docker containers on Windows - modernizing the architecture, improving security and maximizing efficiency. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Run .NET Framework and .NET Core apps in Docker containers for efficiency, security and portability
	
			Design...
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Ajax Starter KitSams Publishing, 2007

	Ajax Programmer’s Toolkit with all the technologies you need to set up an Ajax development and testing environment on your Windows, Mac, or Linux computer.


	 


	Quick Start Guide teaches you the basics of Ajax programming in 21 short, easy-to-read...
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OpenGL Data Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 35 hands-on recipes to create impressive, stunning visuals for a wide range of real-time, interactive applications using OpenGL


	About This Book

	
		Get acquainted with a set of fundamental OpenGL primitives and concepts that enable users to create stunning visuals of arbitrarily complex 2D and 3D...
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Rust High Performance: Learn to skyrocket the performance of your Rust applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find bottlenecks, identify the proper algorithm to use, optimize performance, and create really efficient Rust applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand common performance pitfalls and improve the performance of your applications.
	
			Get to grips with parallel programming and...
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High Performance Python: Practical Performant Programming for HumansO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Your Python code may run correctly, but you need it to run faster. By exploring the fundamental theory behind design choices, this practical guide helps you gain a deeper understanding of Python’s implementation. You’ll learn how to locate performance bottlenecks and significantly speed up your code in high-data-volume...
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SQL in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2000
The explosive growth of the information technology industry and the constantly
growing need to compile, store, access, and manipulate increasingly larger masses
of data have required the development of ever more sophisticated database
management tools.

Since its first incarnation in the 1970s, Structured Query Language...
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Boost C++ Application Development Cookbook - Second Edition: Recipes to simplify your application developmentPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn to build applications faster and better by leveraging the real power of Boost and C++


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use the Boost libraries to simplify your application development
	
		Learn to develop high quality, fast and portable applications
	
		Learn the relations between...
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Squid: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2004
Squid is the most popular Web caching software in use today,  and it works on a variety of platforms including Linux,  FreeBSD, and Windows.  Written by Duane Wessels, the creator  of Squid, Squid: The Definitive Guide  will help you configure and tune Squid for your particular  situation.  Newcomers to Squid will...
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